


The concept behind the ideal work space would be to allow you 
to function with no distractions, as one. It would be to allow the 
elegant work environment to be adaptable and efficient. It would 
be to give your imagination more room to grow and inevitably, 
more ideas for your business to flourish. After all, the very 
foundations of your business are created here.

It is with this in mind that we design, build, and create your unique 
work environment. Our concept is to create versatile, innovative 
and comfortable spaces which are also visually stunning. From 
concept through to completion, the perfect balance of productivity 
and efficiency is adapted to suit your needs. 

This is where concepts are given life, imagination meets clarity and 
intention becomes reality. 

[kon-septs]
noun

_the forming or devising of a plan or idea
_an abstract idea; a concept
_a plan or intention
_a directly conceived or intuited object of thought
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quality 
Balmoral manufacture in Dunmurry, Belfast, the traditional home 
of the company since its inception in 1920. Combining over 20,000 
square metres of production space with the latest technology 
in manufacturing, we design and create exceptional furniture 
solutions. Balmoral manufacture under the stringent ISO BS 
EN 9001:2008 Quality Assurance standard, enabling us to have 
confidence in every piece of furniture and seating we supply.

environment
We have an environmental policy which commits us to reducing 
waste and energy. We’ve worked to introduce improvements 
throughout our manufacturing process and wherever possible 
reduce the environmental impact of all our operations, enabling us 
to secure accreditation to the Environmental Management System 
BS EN ISO 14001:2004.

accreditations
All products are manufactured under the stringent BS EN 
ISO 9001:2008 quality assurance standard, the environmental 
management system BS EN ISO 14001:2004 and the health and 
safety management system OHSAS 18001:2007.



Featuring a crisp mitred corner and stylish reverse chamfer, the Aston 
executive desk can be specified with a single wood veneer finish, 
either Oak or Natural Walnut and including a solid wood edge profile 
of the same finish, or in Ice White or Black, through-colour laminate 
with a solid wood edge profile. The drawer and door fronts may be 
specified separately in a choice of either Oak or Natural Walnut, 
Bright White or Black Laminate finish. 
Chair model above: Vibe 10. 
Chair model below: Flow 5WG. 

aston

Simplicity and functionality, with the elegant large 
sweeping work surfaces reflect the gracefulness of 
this distinctive range. Desk tops are 30mm thick with a 
reverse chamfer on all edges. A choice of three veneers: 
Cherry, Maple and Walnut, highlighted with silver fittings. 
Tables, pedestals, cupboards and bookcases which suite 
with the desking, are all available with the same silver 
finishes to highlight the beauty of the real wood veneers.
Chair model: Vibe 6 DAA.

intuition
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Report is a high-end stylish range of executive desking 
for prestigious office interiors. Offering wooden veneer 
finishes in Ebony and Walnut, and also available in 
Walnut melamine, Report provides an impressive 
aesthetic for the business environment. Report 
comes with the option of storage returns, cabinets, 
external shelving, modesty panels, integrated cable 
management and drawers for storage. 
Chair model: Captain.

report

Designed for the executive office, Focus Executive is 
manufactured from contemporary 38mm thick panels 

available in a wide range of MFC finishes. Custom 
made with cable cut outs and integral spacers to give a 

floating top design. Bespoke storage options that are 
exclusive to this range can incorporate premium features 

such as soft close hinges and contemporary handles. 
Front Chair model: Zest.

Behind Chair model: Headlines.

focus executive
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The executive area has its own meaning: to express prestige 
and solve real business needs. Funny satisfies these requests 
with the different proposals of furnishing systems and 
solutions, each with its own personality and compositional 
versatility. These desks are designed with 4 wooden irregular 
pentagonal legs. A single desk, for those who love the solidity 
of wood without sacrificing design.

funny directional
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Introducing an elegant, sophisticated look into any 
office environment. Using beautifully detailed solid 

timber uprights on the leg frames, this has been 
developed to provide a viable alternative to ‘all steel’ 

desk and bench solutions offering extensive cable 
management. Work surfaces available in: Laminate 

and MFC with PVC edge detail. Screen model: Cosy.

tb timber

DNA features an elegant cast aluminium leg frame which 
supports a combination of worktop shapes and personal 
storage elements, affording a clarity of thought and design 
in an otherwise complex environment. Work surfaces are 
available in real wood veneer, laminate and MFC with a reverse 
polished chamfered edge detail. DNA is a visually exciting 
furniture concept combining simple clean and elegant design 
with the energy and flair required in modern workspaces.
Chair model: Vibe 5.

dna

Martin rectangular desks provide a less formal and more friendly style of furniture for the 
modern office or executive space. Frames are available in solid Oak or Walnut with tops 
available in real wood veneer to match, or in a combination of laminate with solid wood edge 
profiles. This feature is also taken through to the modesty panel which also shows the same 
attention to detail and the solid wood edge profile. Chair model: Flow 3G. 

martin

bench
desking
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Designed to optimise space with the possibility to extend in a growing office. Can be used as a 
single desk or in back to back runs, enhancing the use of space resulting in a dynamic, open plan 
office. Minimalistic design with the advantage of smart cable management, make the Focus 250 a 
tailored solution to any office environment. Accessorised with toolbar privacy screens allowing you to 
customise individual work space to create a dynamic area. It is available with a range of leg options 
whilst the tops are available in a choice of six MFC finishes: Oak, Beech, Maple, Verona Cherry, 
Walnut, Grey and White. Bench model: B8 Goalpost frame.

focus 250 Bench model upper: 
TB_B8 Inca A frame.

Bench model middle: 
B8 Hoop frame. 

Bench model lower: 
B8 Height Settable Goalpost frame.

focus 250
bench desking
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With a 25mm top available in a choice of six MFC finishes: 
Oak, Beech, Maple, Verona Cherry, Walnut, Grey and White, 
this office desk offers a functional workspace. Its two cable 
managed legs allow you store computer and other office 
electrical cables neatly out of the way. Optional chrome 
cable ports add a premium feel.
Chair model: Sofi 7200.

focus 150

Offering integrated cable management leg i-frame, this flexible 
office bench system can be adapted to any office environment. 

Frames are available in matt silver with optional white finish, 
whilst the tops are available in a choice of six MFC finishes: 

Oak, Beech, Maple, Verona Cherry, Walnut, Grey and White.  
Screen model: Focus Screen.

focus 200

focus 200 & 
150 desking
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For a more open office layout the Focus 100 Cantilever desk is 
an ideal desking solution. Offering multi-purpose use as a stand 
alone workstation or configured into groups for a bespoke office 
layout. The choice of six MFC finishes: Oak, Beech, Maple, Verona 
Cherry, Walnut, Grey and White offers further customisation in your 
workspace. Chair model: Bal 502AA Mesh.

The Focus 100 Panel desk is a flexible desking solution 
which can be used as a stand alone workstation or 
configured into groups for a bespoke office layout. 
The choice of six MFC finishes: Oak, Beech, Maple, 
Verona Cherry, Walnut, Grey and White offers further 
customisation in your workspace.
Chair model: Bal 502AA Mesh.

focus 100 cantilever

focus 100 panel

focus 100
desking
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The focus storage range compliments the 
focus desking range. A choice of six MFC 
finishes: Oak, Beech, Maple, Verona Cherry, 
Walnut, Grey and White highlighted with solid 
18mm MFC back panels and quality internal 
fittings. Tops are 25mm thick with a square 
edge profile, all units are lockable. Offering 
optional shutter door colours and each unit 
can also be configured internally to meet the 
demands of the modern workplace. 
Chair model: Bal 602 Square Back.

focus storage

focus
storage
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Dynamic organisations need to respond swiftly to changing work 
landscapes with minimum disruption and Be by Bisley is the ultimate 
solution. It can be rearranged and reconfigured whilst supporting an 
organisation’s ever-changing and evolving needs. It is not one solution 
but a plethora of possibilities to suit the different needs of individuals 
and businesses now, as well as in the future.

be by bisley
storage
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A group of core products that no office can function without: cupboards, 
tambours, lodges, drawers, desk high storage and combination units. This 
select portfolio has allowed us to take the complexity out of specifying 
your perfect work space. A much simpler range not only means a tighter 
product range but also specific finishes and sizes. Essentials range is an 
affordable, high quality storage solution to suit your needs. 

bisley essentials

Martin storage, complimenting the Martin bench 
desking, is available with Oak or Natural Walnut veneer 
carcass and tops, with a choice of Gloss White, Gloss 
Black or chrome handles. The credenza is available 
with Oak or Natural Walnut veneer carcass, with either 
a veneered top surface or laminate top surface, with 
a single adjustable shelf. Each unit is supplied with 
recessed finger-pull detail, height levelling feet on 
solid timber legs.

martin credenza

storage
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Oblique Adapt desking provides a stylish, robust and 
reliable height adjustable frame within the popular 
Oblique furniture collection. Frames may be easily 
adjusted from a height of 680-880mm but the addition 
of a sophisticated, smooth operating electrical 
mechanism provides the ultimate workstation height 
adjustment from 650-1300mm.
Chair model: HAG Capisco.

Crank handle adjustment Electrical adjustment Retractable electrical height display unit 
with 4 position memory function

oblique adapt

height
adjustable
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DNA desking is a visually exciting furniture concept, 
providing a simple elegance that belies the exceptional 
sophistication of its design and engineering.
An elegant cast aluminium leg frame supports a 
combination of work surfaces that feature radius 
corners to soften the office environment, affording 
clarity of thought in an otherwise complex environment.
Chair model: Mix 3.

dna

The Hi-Line 30 table range represents a continuing commitment 
to providing a range of executive furniture with the highest 
achievable standards of elegance and quality. The beauty of real 
wood is enhanced by simple, sharp, clean lines and features a 
square edge profile. Silver fittings highlight the traditional beauty 
of the Oak, Maple, Cherry or Natural Walnut real wood veneers. 
Chair model: Mix 3.

hi-line 30 The beauty of real wood is enhanced by the simple, 
clean and organic shapes of the Intuition table 
collection. Simplicity and functionality, with the elegant 
large sweeping surfaces reflect the gracefulness of 
this distinctive range, with slim edge profiles and silver 
fittings. Intuition reflects the designer’s attention to 
quality and detail, bringing a refreshing flavour to the 
conference room. Chair model: Danny 1.

intuition

conference & 
meeting tables
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Babila table reveals the rigorous lines and the natural warmth of the 
solid ash wood legs matched with an ultra-thin solid laminate top, 
supported by an extruded aluminium frame.
Chair model: Babila Wood Armchair.

This striking chrome framed executive meeting table, with its clean, 
crisp lines, will add an air of sophistication to your office space. With 
a wide selection of MFC tops to suit the office environment, this will 
help to complete your executive area. Chair model: Zeus.

babila

ct_620

Minimalistic Frame+, a table system in which the 
simple, bare metal perimeter structure surrounds 
and supports the slim line top. A table with no 
aesthetic compromises, complimented with a full 
range of accessories and furnishings. 
Chair model: Captain Design.

frame+ 
conference & 

meeting tables
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The unique Kite Tables range ensures personal 
space, clear lines of sight and the flexibility to 
quickly change the layout to suit your needs. 
Based around the unique Kite shape, awkward 
corner positions are eliminated ensuring all 
delegates have a good line of sight and are fully 
engaged. Kite Tables are easily folded away for 
storage and have a 25mm thick table top. 
Chair model: Alina ALM/CAST.

Furnish your office space and training rooms with our 
folding meeting tables, where space is a premium, 

simply fold away after use. Choose from a variety of 
styles and the ability to accommodate an extensive 

range of top shapes and sizes. Table tops are 
perfectly balanced to minimise premature opening & 

closing, and the flipping action is controlled & easy to 
operate. No heavy lifting; just tilt and move. 

kite

fso

Clean and rigorous in design, but versatile in its different 
applications. Arki-Table has a 6mm solid laminate top, with 
legs in solid Oak and an extruded aluminium frame. Available 
in white or black full colour versions with optional cable 
management. Chair model: Tweet 890 & 895.

arki arkwood

conference & 
meeting tables
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The Board table system combines all the prestige of a high-end 
boardroom table with the flexibility of a modular design, in harmony 
with any environment and any requirement. Available in a wide 
selection of colours and textures, ranging between lacquered 
surfaces, wood and leather, to make each table unique. These large 
tables have central top access and optional cable base closing for 
wiring. Chair model: Captain Design.

board

conference & 
meeting tables
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Select provides an ergonomically advanced, 
pleasingly refined seating choice. Offering the 
discerning client the specification, flexibility and 
comfort they deserve. With a choice of two back 
heights and a generously proportioned seat and 
carefully tailored upholstery, Select provides an 
elegant seating solution for the modern office.

select 24

With black leather padded seat and comfortable 
armrests, the Generation range is a smart addition 
to any office. The swivel has a simple gas lift 
mechanism allowing you to adjust the height of 
the chair. Available in a medium and high back rest 
complimented by a visitors chair.

This stylish range would make a practical addition 
to any office. It features a specifically designed 
mesh back to achieve optimum comfort with 
additional lumbar support. The swivel mechanism 
and adjustable seat in black fabric, allows you to get 
comfortable and find your perfect position for work.

generation

mesh

executive
seating
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Vibe provides an ergonomically advanced, pleasingly 
refined seating collection. Offering the specification, 
flexibility and comfort you deserve, but with an elegant 
style. Available with a full plastic back shell, fully 
upholstered or with a show wood outer back, Vibe can 
be tailored to suit most environments. Vibe is simple in 
form and light in design providing an elegant seating 
solution for the modern office.

vibe

The Aria range is an ideal solution for managerial, 
executive and boardroom areas in contemporary 
white or black leather effect. The simplicity of design 
and firm support is what sets this range apart from 
traditional office seating. The range is now available 
with a memory swivel return that enables the chair to 
return to the original position when not in use.

aria

The Icon range has a ribbed leather finish for a 
stunning, sleek design with supreme functionality. 
Designed to adapt to fit the body and deliver seating 
comfort. Available also in a medium back, this high 
back chair offers further lumber and neck support. 
Featuring an aluminium and chrome frame with gas 
swivel and height adjustment.

icon

This office chair range offers fantastic style and 
practicality. With black leather covered seat and 

back, wide span angled chrome support legs 
and castors with tilt locking system and swivel 

mechanism. Complimented by a cantilever option.

du_39 series

Headlines is designed with a perforated backrest for maximum body heat ventilation or with a fully 
upholstered backrest. It is also shaped to provide dynamic support for your back. All Headlines chairs 
come with lockable tilt positions, depth-adjustable and pneumatic height adjustable seat.

headlines

executive
seating
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With geometric forms that break from traditional 
ideas, Shiny livens up the office environment. 
Following the criteria of ergonomics, Shiny is 
an example of how to blend mechanisms and 
technology in a designer object. 

shiny

The Integra chair with lumbar support represents an optimal solution 
for the modern office environment in which design, comfort and 
technology blend naturally and effectively. An extensive choice of 
variations are available with differing styles of backrest and seat 
options to offer a customised and complete seating solution. 

integra

Reaction combines the virtues of an ergonomic operator’s 
chair with a particularly elegant look. The backrest structure 
consists of a special polished aluminium casting and comes 
with or without armrests. Ideal for anyone who has to sit for 

long periods and is available in soft leather or fabrics. 

reaction

A contemporary mesh back, black leather executive range with quality soft feel 
perforated back rest. Swivel chairs feature a gas seat height adjustment and 
reclining function, along with knee tilt and adjustable tension control. 
The complimentary visitor chair has a sleek chrome cantilever frame.

theory

executive
seating
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A 24 hour, ergonomic chair which is a popular choice 
in surveillance and control centres or in a deluxe office 
environment. Featuring a pump up lumbar support and 
recline mechanism that enables the user to set the chair as 
comfortable as possible for long 24/7 situations.

kab controller stella
This 24/7 posture chair has a large memory foam 
seat. Additional inflatable lumbar support within the 
anatomically contoured back provides extra support and 
the multi-function mechanism ensures each user has the 
ability to optimise their seating position individually.

To encourage a healthy posture, the Zircon has an anatomically 
contoured backrest with kidney supports to fit the user’s 
body. The seat cushions are designed to help keep the pelvis 
straight, thus encouraging the spine to assume its natural S 
shape for comfortable sitting throughout 24/7 situations.

zircon

This 24-hour chair is designed with multiple users 
in mind. The features allow each user to adjust 

the chair to achieve the most comfortable posture 
position. Designed with a forward seat tilt lever to 

help keep the pelvis straight and encourage the 
spine to assume its natural S shape.

mercury

The ergonomically designed back of the Profile task 
chair fits naturally into the curve of your spine, a 
requirement for the seating demands from call centres 
to executive offices. The elegant back has been 
combined with a contoured posture seat cushion to 
provide a strong aesthetic and this is then fused with a 
robust synchronised seat and back mechanism. 

profile 24

24 hour
seating
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The patented smart mechanism inspires movement while at the same time providing active 
support, variety and comfort in every seated position. It automatically senses the weight of 
each user as they sit on the chair and instinctively provides the correct tension to work in 
harmony with each individual. It establishes the height and depth of lumbar support required 
and ensures the flexible back fits naturally into the curve of the spine. Desk model: DNA.

v smart

With a synchronised mechanism, seat with 
integrated slide and height-adjustable arms 
all combine to offer outstanding comfort in 
this chair. This is complimented by a simple 

padded plastic backrest provided with an 
integrated lumbar support system. 

skill

Clean lines and simple aesthetics mean that the 
chair fits comfortably in most environments. With 
a synchronised tilt mechanism, combining the 
back, armrest and seat in one continuous sweeping 
entity. A breathable and elastic mesh wraps the user 
comfortably and provides superb support over 
a large contact area for long term user comfort.

flow

The modern styling of Salt and Pepper gives an insight 
into its advanced technological construction and simple 
to use features. The exceptionally comfortable form 
of the back and arm shell provides tailored support 
for various body shapes and sizes, while its high end 
design look will spice up any office environment. 

salt n pepper

task operator 
seating
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RH Logic 400 ergonomic chair has a high back 
which enables you to do more and perform 
better. The RH Logic 400 will suit different 
people and work situations with a wide range 
of fabrics and options, such as extra large seat 
and control room design. It comes as standard 
with lumbar pump, castors for soft floors and 
an aluminium base.

A work chair that combines a modern, distinct, ergonomic design with ease of 
use. The chair is easy to adapt and adjust according to individual requirements. 
Regardless of your weight, height or working position, the 700 series can quickly 
adapt to your desires and requirements. This series comes in a wide choice of 
various backrests and seat types to allow customisation.

rh logic 400

rbm 700

At its core it has a unique balance movement mechanism, intuitively keeping you 
balanced in a continuous motion. This mechanism allows your upper body to remain 
natural and composed. The foot control movement assures you and the seat move 
together; the chair will always follow and imitate you. Unique slide back armrests 
allow you to move closer to your desk; an ergonomical advantage for any chair.

hag sofi

task operator 
seating
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Ergonomically designed for comfort and 
support, 602 is fully equipped to deal with the 
most demanding of work environments. Can 
easily be reconfigured for individual users and 
thus enhancing performance. Fully adjustable 
with back and seat adjustment and can be 
tailored with optional seat slide and lumbar 
pump accessories.

bal 602

The refined mesh back provides excellent support and allows temperature control 
around the user’s back; keeping you cool and comfortable in all conditions. A smooth, 
yet robust synchronised seat and back movement, or a permanent contact back if 
preferred, helps achieve a flexible supportive position. Available with an optional 
chrome base as a stylish alternative.

bal 804

Designed at a competitive price point the 501 offers back 
rest height and tilt adjustment allowing for numerous 
lockable positions. A padded back and seat providing 
comfort and lumbar support for sustained use. For further 
customisation armrests can be incorporated.

bal 501

task operator 
seating
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An ideal option for training, meeting or conference 
rooms. With a breathable mesh back and three frame 
options, Alina has a model to meet all requirements. 
Frame options include cantilever, four-legged and 
four-legged with castors. Arm and right arm writing 
tablets can also be added to the four-legged models.

alina
A beautifully designed contemporary armchair 
that will provide a modern touch to any boardroom, 
conference room or meeting space. The Matrix 
incorporates a stackable frame in either a four 
legged or cantilever option.

Fly maximises space efficiency by allowing both 
horizontal nesting with a flip-up seat pad and vertical 
stacking on a robust four legged chrome frame. Fly 
has a unique and light silhouette with either a plastic 
back or a simple active mesh solution. With the 
option of armrests and writing tablet for a flexible, 
multi-purpose seating solution.

matrix

fly

multi-purpose
seating
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song

Aktiva is a polypropylene chair designed to offer 
the comfort and well-being of an ergonomic chair. 
Lightweight and easy to handle, this can be easily stacked 
for storage in confined spaces and can be used as a single 
chair or in a row, using lateral hooks under the seat. 

aktiva

Danny is a slender modern design 
featuring a distinctive four leg base, 

available with a smooth swivel action. 
This range is perfect for breakout and 
meeting environments. Its slimline but 

flexible construction allows for supreme 
comfort, allowing users to enjoy a high 

level of comfort for longer periods.

danny

Web 950 is ergonomic and functional. 
Available in two versions with a plastic or 
mesh backrest - Web 950 offers excellent 
stackability, optimising and furnishing 
your space. Available with armrests and is 
equipped with practical accessories, such 
as lateral hooks between seats, writing 
tablet and basket.  

web

Song was inspired by a moment of pure creativity, 
capturing the simplicity and beauty of good seating. 

Providing a compact but supremely comfortable solution 
for break-out and informal meeting areas. Used alone, 

or in combinations to provide a feature in foyers or a 
contemporary focussed feel to personal seating areas.

multi-purpose
seating
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Multi features injection moulded polypropylene seat and back. The range 
also includes an upholstered version to add extra comfort to the chair. 
Many accessories are available to make Multi an ideal solution for waiting 
areas, conference rooms and offices.

A simple polypropylene design, with soft 
clean lines, is only one of the features of 

I-Flexx 450. Thanks to a pivoting element 
positioned between seat and backrest 
which enables the backrest to tilt back 

according to the movements of the body. 

multi

class

i-flexx

Clip 200 is a polypropylene seating line 
with a fresh contemporary design that 
guarantees maximum comfort. Practical, 
easy to handle and stackable. Also offering 
optional pull-out hooks on both chairs, with 
and without arms, for composing into rows.

clip

Comfort and ergonomics are highlighted 
by a modern polypropylene design with 
simple clean-cut lines. For contemporary 
community areas, waiting rooms and 
offices, where it is important to offer 
comfortable functional seating to create 
unique, informal, creative environments. 

multi-purpose
seating
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Comfortable and lively, this polypropylene chair 
with perforated back enhances its comfort and 
practicality. Many accessories are available including 
cantilever armrest, hooks and tablet arm for a 
flexible multi-purpose solution.

replay

The Iso chair is an ideal addition to any modern 
inspired environment. This versatile chair 
can be used in various seating spaces for a 
contemporary look, at a competitive price.

iso

polo
Polo’s effortlessly simple styling, open 
back and gentle curves combine to create 
a practical, modern seating solution.

The refined shape gives Solace credence 
in breakout and visitor areas as well as in 

boardroom environments. A well-proportioned 
armchair with various base options. 

solace

multi-purpose
seating
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Lines that are simple as they are enveloping: 
a lounge chair created with a high or 
low backrest and can be paired with a 
comfortable pouf. 

The Loop Lounge chair makes for a super stylish 
and comfortable breakout or workspace solution. 
Loop can be combined with either a modern or 
traditional furnishing scheme to compliment its 
environment. As with the Beetle it can be paired 
with a comfortable pouf. 

The Casino is an elegant modern tub chair with 
a curved frame and foam filled cushions offering 

firm support as you sit and relax. Available in two 
or three seaters for larger areas. The attractive 

wooden feet, stained to match your interior, give 
it an extra design feature. 

beetle

loop lounge

casino

Malmö recalls the experience of a return home 
with the cosiness of wood warming up the 
environment. This lounge armchair offers a 
comfortable yet functional seating choice. 

malmo

For informal meetings, or just some quiet time to 
contemplate, the Brix-Up provides a versatile and flexible 
soft seating, meeting solution. It combines an acoustic 
surround with a Brix bench to create a beautifully detailed 
unit to suit a modern way of working. Brimming with 
character, these slightly retro units provide a perfect 
workspace away from your workplace.

brix-up

soft 
seating
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Wait and See offers an exciting take on the traditional 
tub armchair; a softly upholstered stool provides an 
informal and friendly seating solution, while for longer 
periods the Wait tub chair provides appealing levels 
of seating comfort with the same friendly and quietly 
confident form.

wait and see

Social Plus is a modular system of linear and corner seating, 
deep and wide, that gives extraordinary comfort and relaxation. 
The linear and elegant design is enhanced by the legs 
positioned at the extreme corners. The steel frame and die-cast 
aluminium legs can be powder-coated or have a polished finish. 

social plus

A modern classic that brings exceptional comfort 
to any breakout area. With single, double and triple 
seat versions and an extensive selection of fabrics 
available, this is a range that can be mixed and 
matched as desired. 

sf-500

Dot and Dash soft stools are the perfect soft seating 
solution for creating modern, fun and bright areas. Ideal 
seating for breakout, touchdown or reception areas. Dot 
are circular seats, dash are square, custom made and 
ideal to mix & match for a funky environment.

dot, dash

soft 
seating
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Wow is a system of poufs: round, square and 
rectangular which give a casual and quirky touch 
to the environment. Flexibility in the range 
provides options for impromptu meetings.

wow

Simple yet flexible, fun and funky, angular yet soft, box-it makes it easy 
to brighten any space and can be reconfigured continuously to meet the 
demands of the more informal meeting areas. Sit comfortably as part of 
any configuration, ticking all the right boxes.

box 

Within busy workplaces and collaborative environments there is a need for 
furniture that encourages social interaction, intimate meeting places, privacy, 
and places of refuge where focus, paying attention and listening are essential. 
The name Harc echoes the arc shape; with its sweeping curves that wrap 
around to create a warm and cosy enclosure.

harc

soft 
seating
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HenRay is a sharp and stylish range of soft seating. High 
back units offer comfort and privacy and suite perfectly 
with low back seating, benches and tables. Curved 
modules and booths complete the extensive collection to 
create large landscape configurations ideal for meeting 
and public spaces.

henray

This retro styled chair with its curved back, 
offers an individual, comfortable and 
relaxing alternative. Available with various 
base designs to give the flexibility needed 
for different environments. 

joke

Jensen-Up affords privacy in the modern 
business workplace, an oasis of calm in an 
otherwise active environment. With fine 
attention to detail, this acoustic, high-backed 
choice provides an ideal place for relaxing 
breaks, or casual meetings, protected from 
the distraction of background noise. 
Table model: Plus 5.

jensen-up

This contemporary chrome framed sofa will 
bring a touch of luxury to any soft seating 

area. Available in an extensive selection of 
fabrics, this is a range that can be mixed 

and matched as desired. 

sf-ym

soft 
seating
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Wood, plastic, and a classic design make Porta Venezia a product that fits harmoniously into any 
furnishing style with its numerous combinations of colours. The family includes chair, kitchen stool, 
bar-stool and lounge versions, and also extends to include several table versions.

porta venezia

The Loop is a lively and elegant chair collection, it is 
the first one-piece shell in the world with arms in 3D
curved wood. Available in a wide range of materials 
and compositions to suit its environment.

loop 3d

A stool with a curvy, fun 
silhouette. Gas height 
adjustable with chrome 
base and footrest adding 
a sleek style.

The Ole dining chair makes for 
a fabulous option around any 
dining table. Its metal legs and 
coloured polypropylene shell marry 
in perfect harmony. Available in a 
variety of stylish base options.

Stylish and quirky this 
lightweight and practical 
chair, is offered with solid or 
perforated backrest, both with 
or without arms for an added  
design feature. 

zedole’ fiorellina
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The Kuadra chair family is an extremely flexible arrangement 
of seating suitable for contract use or at home. Offering a wide 
variety of choice regarding the seat and frame with the shell 
available in either multilayer veneered bleached Oak, Wenge 
stained, Ebony, Zebrano or upholstered in fabric/leather.
Table model: Kuadro TK2.

kuadra 1325
Adding contemporary style, comfort and 
practicality to any situation. This beautiful 
design is complimented by implementing 
uv-resistant plastics, making these 
products lightweight, ultra-durable and 
easy to clean. This range offers a stylish, 
sustainable solution to any area and is 
available in a wide range of bases.

hoxton

Shaped seat and back with lumbar contour this colourful one-piece chair is made of 
polypropylene and fibreglass using bi-injection technology. Chrome or matt painted steel 
four-leg frame with ball-jointed feet or skid base and is available with optional arms. 

now

The Shoreditch range has been developed to add 
contemporary style, comfort and practicality to any 

situation. Beautiful design, available with a wide 
range of bases, is complemented by the latest 

hi-tech materials to provide lightweight yet strong 
components which will stand the test of time. 

shoreditch
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This is an eye catching side chair ideal to furnish modern dining 
areas. Big Bang is a chair that uses digital language in order to 
create an explosion of colours. An innovative graphic solution, 
Big Bang is made of a multi-coloured technopolymer shell and a 
chromed or white-painted frame.

With ergonomic features, clean lines and maximised 
use of space, this product has all the characteristics 
favoured by architects and designers. With plastic seat 
and back, sled or four legged frame versions, Malika 
features remarkable design innovations that will 
enhance multi-use spaces for many years.

big bang

malika

This beautiful, dining chair features an 
upholstered modern back curve with comfort in 
mind. The striking beech frame makes a visual 
statement that sets it apart from others.

Modus is a soft sitting system, composed of modular units, that can satisfy every 
furnishing requirement. A functional seat that helps you to optimize the seating 
space. It can be placed in the center of a room or along a wall to create stylish 
booth seating. Available in various back heights and designs. Chair model: Vic 645. 

A quirky, beech framed chair offering an 
alternative style for a dining environment. 
With its gently rounded and sculpted shape, 
this lightweight chair gives superior comfort.

angelica 

modus
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e-19

e-12

arki 3

quadra 4160

Available with three or four legs, combined 
with tops in different sizes and finishes. 
Tube steel legs and powder coated steel. 
Maximum top size - 700x700mm.

Graphite, circular cast-iron 
base with steel tube column. 
Maximum top size - 800mm 
diameter.

Brushed stainless steel, circular base with 
adjustable glides and a steel column. 
Maximum top size - 900mm diameter.

Brushed stainless steel, rectangular 
double pedestal base with adjustable 
glides and a steel column. Maximum 
top size - 1600x900mm.

Brushed, stainless steel, square base with 
adjustable glides and a steel column. 
Maximum top size - 900x900mm.

Sand blasted cast-iron base with 
steel tube column and powder 
coated in different finishes. 
Maximum top size - 900x900mm.

e-15

e-05

Modern and contemporary Inox table base, 
brushed stainless steel base and column. 
Maximum top size - 900x900mm. 
Chair model: Gliss.

inox 4421
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Leila armchair, soft and elegant, with its rigorous 
and geometrical shape, is conceived for restaurants, 
offices and homes. Featured by rounded corners and 
embracing shape, the beech wood frame is available 
in Natural Beech, Wenge stained or White lacquered 
open grains finish.

 An elegant armchair that is extremely eclectic 
and versatile. The comfortable seat is made of 
elastic belts surrounded by injection moulded 

polyurethane foam. The design of the upholstery 
allows a double match, of materials and colours, 

that gives a further furnishing idea. 

leila 681

laja 885

Simple, well-defined lines, Emma is a 
solid Oak or Beech chair that is also 
available with an upholstered panel. 
The stool version has a more minimal 
seat and can also be upholstered. 
Table model: Emma.

emma

This classic French styled seating, is 
crafted from sheet metal, this design 
is unequalled in foolproof solidity, 
lightness and easy maintenance. A 
powder-coated steel stacking chair 
that is highly sought-after with its 
industrial aesthetic.

paris
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Zenky offers an unparalleled combination of cutting-edge design and 
practical, specialist expertise. This beam seating range caters for the 
body’s many and various shapes, and is designed specifically to support 
them, in comfort, for extended periods. The entire system is designed 
to allow almost unlimited configurations in high use airport and hospital 
waiting areas. In addition, we can supply raised-height seating and tip-up 
arms to meet the needs of disabled users.

zenky plus

A slender retro chair, a family of multi-purpose beam seating is 
complemented by its clean and crisp appearance. It’s strength and 
versatility contrasts with the elegance of its’ slim-line chrome frame. 
Also available in various sizes and with armrests.

la filo

A traditional family of chairs, Alina 
comprises both lightweight practicality and 
simplicity and will fit with confidence into 
any environment. Seat and back can be 
supplied in wood, fully upholstered or with 
a mesh back. Available in various sizes to fit 
any environment.

alina

A reinvented classic, offering flexible seating for 
your waiting area. Easily configured in various 

sizes, to adapt to your specific needs. The chrome 
arch foot frame adds a modern alternative to the 

also available, standard black frame.

iso
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Highlighting the creative flair and combining it with the comfort for use. 
The bent pipe structure made of stainless steel or epoxy powder coated 
steel tube is available in different colours. Also available for outdoor use. 
Ready-equipped for fastening to the ground.

An essential hardwood top and steel 
structure, elegantly combined for a 
robust yet stylish look. The structure 
is made of steel, epoxy painted in 
different colours. Also available for 
outdoor use. Ready-equipped for 
fastening to the ground.

zeroquindici

h24 

Defined by simple shapes and clean lines, the versatile Ikon collection is 
now enlarged with a collection of modular seating. Suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use, the collection comes from the research of synthesis, beauty 
and functionality. Ikon Bench has an injected moulding polypropylene base 
and solid laminate top.

ikon

Outdoor Chair models: Day dream, Mya & Ice. 
Indoor Chair models: Gliss & Grace.

outdoor
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With its strict minimalism, Factory communicates an 
atmosphere of fine functionality. Clean lines, large 
surfaces and various heights that greet visitors and 
meet all the needs of the reception staff. Prestigious in 
real Wenge, Ebony and Walnut, pleasantly essential in 
White, warm and sunny in Walnut, Light and Dark Oak.

factory

The reception area of any company sets the 
principal tone to the organisation and Four 
reception highlights this in a bold statement. 
The high gloss White contemporary finish has an 
elegant glass top giving it a welcoming appeal. 

Based on simplicity and practicality. Funny 
reception is characterised by vertical screens 
and a shelf with a front panel that gives it an 
elegant, yet functional design.

four

funny
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Curved and linear forms to be freely combined, to 
compose sinuous geometries, as much characterising 
as functional: this is the concept of Luna. A wide 
selection of finishes: from the purity of white and 
aluminium, to the heat of the wooden texture.

luna

contact us
Moffett & Sons Limited
Seymour Hill Industrial Estate
Dunmurry, Belfast
BT17 9PW
Northern Ireland

t: 028 90 301411
e: sales@moffett.co.uk 
f: 028 90 604140
www.moffett.co.uk

While every effort is made to represent colours accurately, we cannot guarantee the colours you see exactly 

match the colours of the actual materials due to the printing processes. We also reserve the right to revise 

material and construction details or availability of any item of furniture model, without notice.
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www.moffett.co.uk


